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THE arrangements for thesis work and com-mencement this year will be substantially
the same as that of last, with the exception that
all time for thesis work has been placed at the
end of the term. This is quite an important and
desirable change, for after it is once started, the
work goes on continually thus preventing any
loss of time or interest by letting the subject drop
after having once begun it.
The commencement exercises will be conducted
as before. Mr. H. W. Foltz, who graduated in
'86, has been Chosen to give the alumni address.
One thing which is not as yet scheduled in the
finals is worrying the Seniors to no little extent.
The certainty of a "Senior trip" is still an un-
known quantity, but the members of the class
are fondly cherishing the hopes that they may
not have to change the program as estab-
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lished in the two previous years. Several very
cordial invitations have come from alumni of
surrounding cities to entertain the class and
faculty at their respective places, but no final
decision has been arrived at by the faculty. The
possibilities of pleasure and profit to be obtained
from such an excursion are extensive, and the
Seniors are hoping that the possibilities may be-
come actualities.
It is hinted around that the Seniors will give
some sort of class day exercises at the close of the
term, but nothing definite can be found out as to
what they will include. A number of surprises
are, however, promised.
A DISAPPOINTING feature connected withall the baseball games played here this sea-
son has been the very small attendance of Rose
men. In days gone by, yes, even within the
memory of some of the -present students of the
Institute, the Rose delegation at all games on the
campus comprised at least ninety-five per cent.
of the total number of students, and when this
total number was somewhere in the neighborhood
of one hundred and fifty, ninety-five per cent.
meant a great deal. The management then had
no difficulty in paying expenses and could occa-
sionally put away a little money for the inevitabe
rainy day. But now it is different. It is a rare
occasion when as many as fifty men show them-
selves on the campus at one time. For instance,
last Saturday afternoon when Rose played De
Pauw, the total number of paid admissions fell
under eighty. Of these, fully one-half were Nor-
mal students, and taking into consideration other
outsiders, the total number of Rose men in at-
tendance would not have exceeded twenty-five.
Now this is discouraging. Not only is it discour-
aging financially, it is discouraging morally and
otherwise. When a team puts up the steady and
well played game that ours did, it is deserving of
far better support than it has ever received, The
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school yell was given only once, and that by a
party of Normalites, who butchered it badly.
Think of it! The management wants to get all
the games here it can, but in the face of these
discouragements, financial and moral, what is it
to do? The athletic association is having a hard
enough time in making both ends meet without
losing money on ball games, and there would be
no money lost if the men gave the loyal support
the school team deserves, and not only this, for a
large crowd of enthusiastic rooters is very nearly
as essential a factor to success as is good playing
on the part of the team. The team will play good
baseball if it sees that its efforts are appreciated.
Come out and root for it when we play Wabash
on the twenty-ninth.
THE entries already turned in for the field meetnext Friday give promise of the most ex-
citing and closely contested meet since the State
Athletic Association was founded. The defeat of
Rose last year no longer warrants the-assumption
that her success is to be taken for granted, and
the interest which has at last been excited in the
other colleges of the state broadens the field of
possible success wonderfully. From across the
state will come Earlham's doughty team of ten
contestants, the largest number she has ever en-
tered at any state meet. They have great hopes
of winning the pennant, and truly, if their ath-
letes are in anywise comparable with those of pre-
vious years, their hopes are well founded. De
Pauw will contest valiantly for first place, for she
has not entered her eleven men for nothing, and
will not be content with less than first place.
Purdue has not been saying much, but as pennant
winner of last year she will not tamely submit to
defeat, and past experience has taught us she is
an antagonist to be feared. Even Franklin Col-
lege will send over two representatives this year,
while Wabash will enter about her usual number.
Butler College has succeeded in having her mem-
bership transferred to the University of Indian-
apolis, and this latter institution will send over a
track delegation of five men. I. U. will not be
represented. if there has been at any time this
year a spirit of ill-feeling between Rose and the
State Normal, that spirit no longer exists, and the
entrance of seventeen Normals into the field day
events shows bow heartily they are entering into
our spirit of athletics. It would seem then that
the contest for the pennant will be between Rose,
Earlham, Purdue, DePauw and the Normal, with
the chances that this will be the order of position
when the points are counted up on the night of
field day. If it be not changed, Rose will have
no reason to complain, and another pennant may
be stored away in the trophy room of the gymna-
sium.
N the current number of the Engineering Maga-
zine, Stockbridge gives an excellent contrast
between ancient and modern science and brings
out the importance of looking deeper into the
general laws of nature than the special student is
apt to do. He says, "Imagine an ancient Greek
philosopher impregnated with the mythologic
teaching that made the west wind a living per-
son and peopled the forests with fauns and
nymphs and satyrs; imagine such a man set
down among us of this generation, and acquiring
a profound knowledge of our modern science and
of the useful arts that have been born of it. It is
not unlikely that, in the first glow of this wonder
at our present comforts and conveniences and our
exacter theories of nature, he would be filled with
a great regret over the long past, and would ex-
claim: 'Alas, how false it all was! There was no
good in it!' On the other hand, for four hun-
dred years the world of scholarship and intelli-
gence has been saying: 'How beautiful it was!'
and latterly, since science itself has grown wise
enough to see it: 'How true!' The Greek would
be at fault in making what was really beautiful
seem less an expression of the truth; it is we who
are at fault, if by any undue insistence upon
short views of science, or any exclusive or undue
glorification of mere formula and fact, we have
made the true seem less beautiful. Nothing is
more wonderful and inspiring than the achieve-
ments of science; few things are duller than the
discussions of detached, unrelated fact, which
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often make up the proceedings of the typical
scientific society.
The intense specialization of science is at once
the secret of its progress and its danger. The
pursuit of small things is apt to make us forget
that science has any broad horizons, ot any loom-
ing seas, or any spring seasons of song and sun-
shine and dream and prophecy. The thing in-
sisted upon here is that the specific, disconnected
facts occupy at present too great a share of scien-
tific attention.
They are a part of science but not all of it. It
is an honorable distinction to have said some-
thing new about the Greek genitive, or to have
taught rightly that the name of the most virile of
the Latin comic poets was Titus Maccius Plantus,
and not Titus Accius Plantus. But it would.be
a pity to overlook the fact that philology has also
even greater things to offer; that one may learn
from the comparative study of language some of
the shyest effects of mind, how the languid climate
and tropical luxuriance of the orient softened and
yet illumined its mode of speech, ang how the
expression of the stolid north was made sturdier
and more uncouth by the hard conditions of ex-
istence on the banks of the frozen streams or
among the perilous mountains."
W E are going to betray a trust. Under prom-ise of greatest secrecy we have been permit-
ted a glimpse or two at several of the drawings
which are going to illuminate the pages of the
Modulus, '98. They are fine. They are works
of art. We do not hesitate to predict that when
the books come from the printer's hands they
will sell at a rate which will astonish even old
time purveyors of hot cakes. You had better
send in your order for a copy before they are all
sold.
BOOK REVIEWS.
WE have just received The College Athlete, anew magazine whose first number appeared
this month. It is, as its name indicates, devoted
wholly to college athletics. Though published in
the east it gives space to athletics of the east and
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west alike, and many are the comparisons offered
to those athletically inclined who take delight
in watching the relative standing of the many
centers of field and gymnasium sports. The
magazine is published monthly in Boston, is well
illustrated, and being a strong advocate of pure
athletics, will find a welcome in all parts of the
country.
. . .
THEORY AND CALCULATION OF ALTERNATINGCURRENT PHENOMENA, by Charles Proteus
Steinmetz, with the assistance of Ernst J. Berg.
The W. J. Johnston Company, New York, 1897;
449 pages, 184 diagrams. Price, $2.50.
This book covers a large part of the theory and
application of alternate currents. Beginning in
the introduction with a statement of the funda-
mental laws of the subject, the first twelve chap-
ters are devoted to an exposition of various meth-
ods of solving theoretical problems illustrative of
the effect of impressing waves of e. Tn. f. on cir-
cuits having various combinations of properties
with regard to resistance, electromagnetic inertia,
condensanee hysteresis, &c. Throughout the
greater part of these chapters the subject is treated
both by the method of complex_ imaginary quan-
tities and by the ordinary co-ordinate method.
The treatment is illustrated by numerous graphic
diagrams, but the comparatively limited applica-
bility of graphic treatment in practice is rightly
pointed out.
The remainder of the book treats of alternate
current generators, motors, transformers, etc., in
their various forms and modes of operation. In
this part will be found a good discussion of the
conditions for successful series and parallel work-
ing of synchronous motors and of the principles
of the various polyphase systems. Appendices
on complex imaginary quantities and on oscilla-
tory currents are added at the end of the book.
The authors of this book have made a welcome
addition to the literature of the subject. They
have brought together in convenient form a large
amount of , useful information and many very in-
genious solutions. Their book is not, however, a
simple treatise, and we are inclined to differ with
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them as to the advantage of excluding calculus.
The introduction of the treatment by complex
imaginaries is valuable as bringing prominently
forward this elegant method. The examples here
given form good illustrations for our students of
the application of methods taught in their mathe-
matical classes. It is not unlikely, however, that
the introduction of this method of treatment will
practically close the book to a large class of readers.
As regards accuracy, the book seems good.
There are quite a number of minor slips such as
the omission of subscripts, wrong references, want
of agreement between the the text and the cuts,
etc., which indicate defective 'proof-reading, but
which are none of them so serious as to give much ,
inconvenience to a reader who can otherwise un-
derstand the treatment given. The English of
the book is in some places imperfect and should
be carefully revised in a new edition.
We have much pleasure in strongly recommend-
ing this book to all who are interested in electrical
engineering, and we hope that an early opportun-
ity will be given the authors to eliminate any in-
accuracies it may contain.
Atderp Mciire lOOls for
eVirtdrical tirfaces.
BY SUPERINTENDENT J. F. W. HARRIS.
• Owing to the more frequent occurrence of
cylindrical than plane surfaces in machine con-
struction, greater attention has been given to the
improvement of machine tools for finishing
cylindrical surfaces, and the object of this article
is to present some of the recent improvements in
tools of this class.
The engine lathe, which has always been the
most important tool in machine construction, is
shown in its latest form in Fig. 1. In this lathe,
the change gears used in thread cutting are
mounted on a short shaft running in substantial
bearings in the bed and directly under the spindle.
An arm, the end of which is shown in the handle
projecting below the cone, carries an intermediate
gear which slides on a splined shaft, and can be
engaged with any one of the change gears by
shifting the arm, so that the latch on the handle
will engage with the hole in head stock opposite
the desired gear. The entire range of threads
from 4 to 64 per inch can be cut without remov-
ing a gear.
In almost every lathe of recent pattern, the spindle
is hollow, to admit of working on the end of long
irpisIirpg
bars, cutting up stock, etc. The hole in the spindle
of the lathe shown in cut taking a 1.1. inch bar.
The handles for lateral and Cross feeds are indexed,
giving each feed a micrometer adjustment and
making it very convenient for measuring the
depth of cut without direct reference to a scale.
The chip pan, shown in cut, is a feature re-
cently added to American lathes, and aside from
catching the chips or cuttings, collects the oil or
water used on the work to carry away the heat
developed by high cutting speeds in use at the
present time.
The engine lathe still continues to be the most
important tool for general work, but in the manu-
facture of duplicate parts, where several tools
operate on the same piece, the turret lathe, from
its ease of operation, which admits of using un-
skilled labor, has entirely replaced it.
The turret lathe exists in several forms; the
most important of these being the plain turret or
monitor lathe used principally for boring opera-
tions, the Fox monitor for brass work, the engine
turret and the flat turret lathes for general work,
and the screw machine for the manufacture of
FIG. I-FOURTEEN-INCH ENGINE LATHE.
bolts, screws, studs, etc. Of these types the screw
machines have reached the highest state of de-
velopment; in some cases being entirely automatic
in their action, only requiring after starting that
they shall be supplied with stock and that the
tools be sharpened and adjusted to size as they
wear.
The flat turret lathe, Fig. 2, owing to the ease
of adjustment of tools and its range of work, and
to its not being limited in length of cut, has a
more general application than any other form of
turret lathe. The flat turret, from its larger diam-
eter, and from being directly supported by the
bed of the lathe, is much more rigid than the ordi-
nary form of vertical turret. From its large diam-
eter and the locking device on its circumference be-
ing directly under the working tool, the accuracy
of position in bringing the tools successively on
the work is almost perfect. This form of turret
also permits of work of any length passing entire-
ly over it.
An idea of the great variety of work covered
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by this lathe is given in Figures 3 and 4, which
show the lathe in operation on a spur gear blank.
The gear is turned, bored, reamed, and faced on
both sides of rim and hub in four operations,
without resetting in the chuck.
Fig. 4 shows the turret set for the first opera-
tion of facing the sides of rim and the front side
of hub, two sets of tools being used on the rim,
one for roughing, the other for finishing. The
second operation consists of turning the outside
CLUTCH BACK GEAR LEVER
KIER rr-F7)
ROLLER FEED &
'CHUCK LEVER
spindle. The time required to finish the above
gear is eight minutes. In all turret operations,
when each tool has completed its cut, the turret
turns automatically to the next position, as soon
as the tool, in its backward travel, is clear of the
work.
For turning large diameters of short length,
the boring and turning mill, Fig. 5, has replaced
the engine lathe almost entirely. It consists es-
sentially of a massive rectangular bed set in the
FIG. 2-FLAT ITREET LATHE.
diameter of the rim and boring hole in the hub,
by means of the tool shown at the lower side of
turret in Fig. 4. The third operation consists of
reaming the hole and facing the front side of hub
by means of the reamer and counterbore shown
on the upper side of turret in Fig. 4. The fourth
operation consists of facing the inside face of the
hub, this being done by means of a cutter held in
the end of a bar passing through the hole in lathe
floor, on this bed near its center is a large circular
table or face plate mounted on a vertical spindle
journaled in substantial bearings extending be-
low the floor, and driven by gearing from a shaft
passing through the bed and carrying on its outer
end a cone arranged with several changes of back
gear for obtaining the great range of speeds nec-
essary.
Above the face plate and bolted to the bed are
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two brackets or housings, carrying a horizontal
rail which is adjustable vertically for the different
heights of work. The housings and cross rail
being exactly like those of a planer. On the cross
rail is mounted two saddles, each carrying a cut-
ter bar adjustable to any angle and having inde-
pendent horizontal and vertical feeds. The bars
are arranged so that both may be used for turn-
ing at the same time, or one may be used for
turning while the other is boring.
The cast iron fly wheel shown on machine,
measuring twenty-three feet six inches in diam-
FIG 4-PLAN OF TURRET LATHE.
ter, eighteen inches face by
eighteen inches deep, and weigh-
ing 139,611 lbs. in the rough,
was recently bored, turned and
faced on this twenty-four foot
mill in forty-eight hours. The
weight of wheel when finished
being 128,421 lbs. Two tools
were used, each removing an
average of 11619a- lbs. of metal
per hour.
In drilling and boring opera-
tions, the universal radial drill
having the spindle adjustable to
any angle in either the vertical
or horizontal planes, has made it
possible to bore any piece of work
on the upper sides, at one setting.
FIG. 3—ELEVATIoN OF TURRET LATHE.
In boring large cylinders,
such as those for Corliss or
marine engines, a new type
of horizontal boring ma-
chine has recently come
into use. In these machines
the cylinder is bolted to the
bed and the bar carrying
the cutters is passed through
it by suitable feeding mech-
anism. In addition to the
main boring bar two or
more auxiliary bars, placed
at right angles to it are used
for boring the ports. At
the same time- two cutters
209
FIG. 5—TWENTY-FOUR-FOOT BORING AND TURNING MILL.
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driven by the main boring bar are used in facing
the ends of the cylinders, making it possible to
use five or more tools on the work without inter-
-
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fering with each other and doing the work much
more accurately and in less than one third the
time of former methods.
014 A Arki P411
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The test was made of a small single pliase Tes-
la motor, one of the "induction" type, designed
to run from a 50-volt alternating circuit and drive
a fan for general ventilating purposes. The fan
is keyed to the shaft and the whole forms a very
compact and convenient means of maintaining a
strong circulation of air in its neighborhood when
connected to an alternating power or lighting
circuit giving 50 volts or so between its mains.
Before giving the results of the experiment a
brief description of the motor may help to make
the matter better understood to the general reader.
The rotating part, or rotor, as it is sometimes
called, consists of a laminated iron core of the
drum shape, 24 inches in diameter and 3f inches
long. Upon the surface of this are wound four
coils of insulated wire, one layer deep, covering
.the whole cylindrical surface of the drum and
arranged, as shown diagramatically in section,
by the inner circle N, in Fig. 1. Two of the coils
of which rr and 88 represent one turn of each,
lie wholly on one side of a diameter and cover
one-half of the surface, over-lapping, as indicated,
at the ends of the drum. The other half of the
surface is wound in a similar manner and the
two ends of each coil are connected together,
forming closed circuits on themselves. This is
done by connecting all the bare ends of the wire
to the core itself.
The stationary port or stator, consists of a
laminated ring of length the same as the drum
and having eight projections extending radially in-
BY MOT. fAOWIN PLACE.
ward, and spaced at equal distances apart around
the ring. Around each projection is placed a coil
of insulated wire, and these latter are connected
to the binding posts* on the base of the motor.
The outside diameter of this ring is about 8 inches.
The outer circle g in Fig. 1, shows diagramat-
ically an end view of it.
Four of these core projections as A, B, C, D,
which are 90° apart, are wound with somewhat
FIG. I.
larger coils than the rest, and with larger wire.
These four are all connected in parallel to the
terminal of the motor, and so wound that when
joined to a source of current the two in the same
diameter will be of the same polarity, and two
adjacent ones opposite polarity. The other four
coils on a, b, c, d, are wound in the same manner
but all are joined in series, the two ends of the
set going to the binding posts.
In this arrangement of magnetizing the ring
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by two sets of coils, the series set has a greater
self-induction than the other, and the current en-
tering the two sets is resolved into two compo-
nents, which differ in phase from each other by a
certain fraction of a period of the alternations.
Thus the field in the ring due to the two sets of
coils is virtually two-phased and the resultant
field is a rotating one, which travels around the
ring once in the time of two complete periods of'
the alternations. If then the stator or field coils
be connected to an alternating circuit, with the
rotor in position inside the field ring, as shown,
the core of the rotor will be under the strong in-
ductive action of the field coils and be traversed
by a magnetic flux, which will rotate with the
field producing it. The closed coils wound upon
it will then be subject to a varying flux through
them and a current will be generated. It is evi-
dent that these coils perform the function of sec-
ondary coils to a transformer. The mutual action
between these induced currents and the inducing
currents, together with their iron cores, results in
a turning couple between stator and rotor and
causes the latter to revolve.
If now, as stated above, the magnetic flux sweeps
around once in two complete periods of the cur-
rent and the rotor were turned at the same speed,
obviously the rotor would be stationary with re-
spect to the flux through it, there would be no
current induced in it and no turning couple pro-
duced between them due to this cause. This
condition of synchronism therefore cannot be at-
tained by a motor even under no load practically,
just as in the case of a direct current motor, where
it is true that the speed of rotation cannot become
so great as to make the back e. m. f. equal to the
terminal e. vi. f.
This difference between the speed of the rotor
at any load and that corresponding to synchron-
ism is called the dip and this must increase with
the load. This quantity, usually expressed in
percentage of the speed of synchronism, measures
the lack of speed regulating quality in motors of
the polyphase type.
The test on the fan motor was for the purpose
of ascertaining the power required to drive it at
various loads, its efficiency, power factor, slip,
etc., at these loads and thence to deduce the power
required to operate the fan.
To do this the fan was removed from the shaft
and a small brake wheel put in its place. This
wheel was of brass. Friction was applied to it by
a small cord doubled, passing once around, and
each end attached to a small spring balance which
gave the tensions on each end of the cord. The
speed was measured in the ordinary way with a
speed counter by counting the rotations made in
15 seconds. The motor was connected to the sec-
ondary of a Westinghouse transformer giving 50
volts at its terminals.
The instruments used for measuring the elec-
trical quantities were a direct reading Weston
wattmeter to measure the power given to the
motor, a Kelvin balance placed in the circuit to
measure the current in the line, atnd a Cardew volt-
meter to measure the voltage across the terminals.
Readings were taken of the quantities indicated
from no load up to a point a little beyond the
amount required to drive the fan, but the motor
became heated so much it was thought advisable
not to push the load further at that time. After
the lapse of a few minutes the brake was tight-
ened up till the wheel was just barely turning
and all instruments read except the wattmeter.
The fan was then replaced and readings made.
Some results calculated from the observations are
shown in Fig. 2, where are given the curves of
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efficiency, slip, and power factor for loads up as
far as the observations went. Horizontal dis-
tances are brake loads in watts, and vertical dis-
tances percentage values.
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A comparison of the readings made with fan
and with brake on indicated a load for the latter
of about 197 watts when running at that voltage.
The dotted vertical is drawn for that load, which
shows that when the fan is running the motor is
working at its maximum efficiency which appears
to be about 90%.
The voltmeter indicated 50 volts when the
motor was not running, but fell to 47.5 when the
motor was started and remained at that value
during the whole brake test. Later, when the
fan was put on, the voltage at the alternator had
dropped somewhat, so that at the motor terminals
the value was only 46 volts. The current in the
circuit from the transformer was 9.2 amperes at the
greatest load and dropped to 8.7 at no load. At
greatest load, then, the apparent watts given to the
motor were cXe, or 9.2X47.5, which is 437. The
corresponding reading of the wattmeter was 220
real watts, which is the power actually expended
on the motor at that load. The quotient of the
true watts by the apparent watts is called the
power factor, which, in this case, is about 50%.
In the the diagram the power factor curve indi-
cates a steady decrease with decreasing load.
It follows from the definition of power factor
that it is the quotient of that component of the total
current in phase with the e. m. f. divided by the
total current. This component is called the
power current, and the component at right angles
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to the e. m. f. which does no work is the wattkss
current. Calculations of these values show that
the former varied from 3.5 to about 4.5 amperes
and the latter kept in the neighborhood of 8 am-
peres. This large wattless current heats the mains
leading to the motor but contributes nothing to
the useful work done by it, and of course is detri-
mental to the efficiency of transmission when
power has to be transmitted over long distances.
The curve of slip is plotted downwards and
ordinates are measured from the 100% line. Or-
dinates to it measured from the zero line are evi-
dently proportional to the actual speed of the
motor. The alternator was giving 8,000 periods
per minute and the motor to run in synchronism
with it must therefore turn one half 8,000 or,
4,000 times per minute. 100 on the scale corre-
sponds to this speed.
The efficiency curve in the diagram shows that
the values of the ratio of brake watts to the watts
as given by the meter. At the greatest load the
value rises to 90%, which is rather surprising for
so small a motor of this type.
When the test on the motor was made the
time available for it was so short that the work
could not be done with the degree of care and
precision that was desired; and the writer in-
tends to repeat it in the near future, with some
modifications and additions in order, if possible,
to verify the results already obtained.
A DECISION.
As a maid so nice
With step precise
Tripped o'er the ice
She fell; her care in vain.
And at the fall
With usual gall,
The school boys call,
"Third down, two feet to gain." —Kr.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS IN A STREET RAIL-
,
WAY POWER STATION.
BY W. 0. MUNDY, '95.
In compliance with a prom-
ise given in a thoughtless mo-
ment to write a few lines for THE
TECHNIC, I would call attention to a few facts
and impressions noticed in connection with the
improved electric generator used in the latter day
power stations of street railways, relying upon
the good nature of the reader for consideration
while wading through this jumble.
When it is understood that only about 30 per
cent. of the power delivered at the station bus-bar
is used in the actual propulsion of the car, it is
easy to realize that with large railway systems it
is very essential that the production of electrical
power should be as economical as possible, owing
to the large amount required.
Perhaps it would be better to here deviate from
the subject of generators for a moment, to explain
a little the above startling statement (yet not so
surprising when one stops to consider the actual
conditions), for, of course, the 30 per cent. yefers
only to the actual work done in propulsion, and
does not take into account the great loss of energy
in the shape of heat generated in the lines, mo-
tors, bearings and many variable contacts so una-
voidably necessary.
A very general error prevails regarding the in-
creased efficiency of the latter day direct con-
nected generator over their smaller brethren that
are driven by belts and shaftings, with a whole
delegation to a single engine. The fact is, there
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is not a marked difference in their electrical effi-
ciency, and it is not for this cause that the pro-
gressive engineers turn their attention to direct
connected units, but for other more important,
although seemingly minor reasons.
The principal advantage in the direct con-
nected machines is their greater reliability under
almost all conditions.
When it was first proposed to use the direct
method of driving it was looked upon as impos-
sible, owing to the sudden strains put upon the
engine without the elasticity furnished by the
leather belt to act as a cushion, but as time went
on and the engine governor was more and mbre
perfected, it was found that there was nothing to
be feared, and in fact the elasticity at first consid-
ered so essential was more of a disadvantage than
a help.
- Of course the greatest strain upon a street rail-
way plant is that due to sudden grounding of
the trolley from breakage or other cause, increas-
ing the load, without a moment's notice, from
three to four times its former amount. Even
with the best automatic cut-outs the effect is felt
by the engine, and with many of the common
methods it may last from a few seconds to even
minutes before the safety appliances will act.
In my own personal experience I have seen
such excessive loads come upon the engines, that
to all appearances they 'Would have stopped com-
pletely in 5 or 6 revolutions had they not been
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relieved; and now when a shaft carrying some-
thing like 130,000 pounds is brought from full
speed with such suddenness the internal strains
must be tremendous. Yet, which is the best suited
to stand these sudden loads, the massive structure
of the direct connected generator or the more
elastic leather belt? Some will say the belt, but
in practice the reverse proved to be true, for under
these abnormal strains, the belts would often
stretch so as to slip upon the pulley and be de-
stroyed by the frictional heat, and then again, it
was not at all unusual to hear of even the largest
belts being pulled in two.
Another great advantage that the modern ma-
chine possesses is its compactness, this being more
or less important owing to the location of the
station.
In addition to the above there is the smaller
cost of operation due to the less attention requir-
ed, and hence diminished pay-roll, not to Speak
of the fewer bearings requiring less oil.
The machines with which the writer has had
some experience are the M, P., 10-500-75, of the
General Electric Co., the notation meaning 10
poles, 500 kilowatts at 75 revolutions per minute.
These machines are wound for 500 volts at no
load, and over-compounded to give 550 volts at
full load of 910 amperes.
Their performance is most remarkable, and
anyone not familiar with this type would hesitate
to credit all that can be said in their favor. The
position of the brush-holder is the same virtually
for all loads, for they will not, if in good condi-
tion, show any signs of a spark with loads vary-
ing from 0 to 2,000 amperes. As this latter is an
overload, according to the rating of the machine,
of more than 100 per cent., its excellence will be
appreciated.
Besides the before mentioned changes of load
due to accidental causes, there is, in street rail-
way operations, much variation from the nature
of the demand for power, and there are times
when the station is expected to respond suddenly
to a large increase. As it takes a little while to
start an additional unit, those in service must
temporarily supply the need, hence it is not at all
unusual to have a machine delivering current at
40 to 50 per cent, overload for four or five min-
utes, and on special occasions, as long as a half
hour.
It is under such circumstances as these that the
engineer appreciates the great reliability of the
direct connected generator, and in fact it does not
take an engineer to appreciate the difference, for
all that is necessary for even the most uninitiated
person is that they simply hear the two machines
in operation without seeing a single thing.
As used at Louisville, the generators are driven
by E. P. Allis Cross-compounding condensing
engines which at one-fourth cut-off are rated for
1000 horse power.
That "Necessity is the mother of invention" is
clearly shown by the action of these engine gov-
ernors built for the conditions they are expected
to encounter. A sample of their performance is
illustrated by the following. When testing one
of the generators, a load of 2000 amperes was
placed upon the machine; this caused the engine
to slow down to 70 revolutions per minute and
take steam without cut-off; while running thus
the circuit breaker was suddenly pulled, remov-
ing all load instantly, and under even these severe
conditions the engine speeded up to only 76
revolutions and then almost immediately fell
back to its regular 75 revolutions per minute.
A good comparison of the size of building re-
quired for the two types of machines is well illus-
trated in the station here. As originally built
the engine room is 60x236 feet, to accomodate
high speed belted machinery, to supply about
3000 amperes, while as at present equipped there
are direct connected slow bpeed units sufficient
for a 4000 ampere output, with plenty of space still
for the installmant of over a 2000 ampere equip-
ment, provided the machinery be kept symmetri-
cal, and this is with a strip of spare floor 20 feet
wide by 236 feet long.
It can be readily seen that the decreased size of
building and grounds will prove a decided saving
when erecting a new station, especially in large
cities where the cost of mother earth is computed
by the square foot and not by the acre.
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THERMAL TEST OF CAR WHEELS.
In the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's speci-
fications for 33" cast-iron wheels bearing date of
January 5, 1897, provision is made for having
two wheels selected from every 103 cast, which
two wheels selected by the inspector will be sub-
jected to a thermal test, the third being selected at
the same time for a drop test. The two wheels are
laid flange down in the molding sand and a channel
way one and one-half inches wide and four inches
deep is molded with green sand around the wheel.
The clean tread of the wheel must form one side
of this channel way and the clean flange must
form as much of the bottom as its width will
cover. The tread of the wheel is first subjected
to a coat of shellac in order to avoid spitting dur-
ing the pouring of the metal and to present a
smooth surface for the melted iron.
This preparation having been made, the method
of proceeding with the thermal test of each wheel
is substantially as follows: The mold around
each wheel having been carefully prepared the
metal is drawn from the crucible into a ladle
which holds sufficient molten iron to fill one
mold. The time for pouring averages from ten
to fifteen seconds and the time at which the pour-
ing ceases is carefully noted. After the mold has
been filled, all observers who take proper precau-
tion withdraw to a safe distance and await re-
sults. Ordinarily one minute elapses before the
metal solidifies, and if at the end of two minutes
from the time that the mold has been filled the
wheel does not crack through the tread, the one
hundred wheels, of which the two trial wheels are
samples, pass the thermal test.
On the 30th of March, 1897, at the P. R. R. wheel
foundry at Altoona, Pa., it was my privilege to
see five wheels undergo a thermal test and the re-
sults are here shown. As the Altoona wheel was
the only one which stood the test, with proper
consideration for the makers, the names of the
four wheel companies are withheld.
Kind. Date Cast. Time. Broke.
1 10-18-95 55 seconds 22 inches from the rim.
6-16-92 1 min. 41 sec 28 inches from the rim.
:1 12-30-91 33 seconds 24 inches from the rim.
4 1896 47 seconds Violently.
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Altoona 2-23-97 Intact at the end of 7 minutes.
No. 1—Wheel broke quite violently at first, but the
second break running across was much less
violent.
No. 2—Wheel broke into two pieces only.
No. 3—Broke violently on one side, and afterward
cracked on the opposite side.
No. 4—Broke very violently, and finally broke again on
the opposite side, making three pieces of the
wheel.
The Altoona wheel after the test was over, was found
to have a zig-zag crack through the outer plate, running
nearly all the way round. The inner plate and brackets
remained sound.
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 wheels had all been withdrawn from
service. The Altoona wheel was a new 33 inch passenger
wheel.
After the metal has been poured the first no-
ticeable result, particularly in wheels which fail
to stand the test, is the cracking of one or more
brackets. On account of the wheel being laid
with the brackets down, this is made noticeable
by a slight report when the bracket fails. The
brackets may crack within 30 seconds after the
mold has been filled and may continue to crack
even after the two minutes occupied by the test.
The cracking of the brackets is often, though not
invariably, the warning for further rapid expan-
sion which ends with-a crack extending through
the tread of the wheel and which bars the 100
wheels of which the tested wheels are samples.
A wheel subjected to this test sometimes bursts
violently, partially wrecking the mold and throw-
ing the mblten iron for a distance of several feet.
A wheel may crack through one or more brackets
or through the outer plate or flange mid-way be-
tween the hub and tread of the wheel, and yet
fulfill all requirements of the thermal test.
It is, as can readily be foreseen, a severe test,
building this wall of molten cast iron about and
in direct contact with the entire chilled surface of
the wheel, which chill varies in thickness from
three quarters to one inch, yet it is a test
which every car wheel should be able to with-
stand and upon which every one on whom rests
the responsibility of ordering and inspecting car
wheels, should insist. The thermal test antici-
pates a condition of service to which a car wheel
is subjected by a somewhat extended application
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of a brake, and its need has been fully exemplified
by the large percentage of wheels which fail under
this condition. It is a much needed and endur-
ing provision in car wheel specifications and is
welcomed as another important factor in the in-
creased safe and efficient transportation of freight
and passengers.
THE PRELIMINARY.
Some idea as to the probable chance of Rose
winning the pennant on field day was obtained at
the preliminary meet held at the campus on the
afternoon of May 8. At this meet a large number
of contestants were entered by the Normal, the
High School, and the Y. M. C. A. It was not
anticipated that any one of these three would
closely push Rose for first place since none had
had any extensive training, still the Normals
showed up very well in several events as the
records below will show. Considering their size,
age, and experience in athletics, the High School
contestants did exceptionally ,well. Although
they won in no single event, they made a close
race for second in several, and thirds they won as
they pleased. Rose may always look to the High
School for good material yearly.
If the record made by Huthsteiner in the 100
yards dash was accurately taken the vacant place in
this event may no longer be considered an aching
void. In other events, Huthsteiner showed up
F. F. HILDRETH, '94.
well, and remembering that he did not finish in
the mile run, his total of 2(18i points may en-
courage us to hope the pentathlon will be ours
this year. Crebs made 5 ft. 2 in. in the running
high jump, tying for first place, and his 9 ft. in
the pole vault at first trial causes us to expect
great things from him on the 21st. It will be no
great surprise if Jumper covers 20 ft. on field day.
His record of 19 ft. 3 in. shows his ability in this
event. Hubbell's good throw of the hammer,
within two inches of 100 ft., gives promise of a
first and he will be closely watched. Froehlich in
the mile run, Chandler in the 440, S. Kidder in
the 50, Edwards in the 100, Jumper in the 220
are all promising men and much is expected of
them. There is no doubt of Shaver and Pierson
winning first and Aecond in the mile walk.
As for the wheel events, great hopes are built
on the abilities of Stone and Pfleging. In an ex-
hibition quarter mile the latter made the circuit
in 34-1 sec., while the former, later on, rode a
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very fast mile. Through some misunderstanding
his time for the .total distance was not caught, but
he made the first and last quarters in 321 and
391 respectfully. In connection with this event,
the only unfortunate incident of the afternoon
occurred. Stone was to be paced by a W. C. C.
man, and, in rounding the first curve, they inter-
ferred, both leaving the track. Stone was vio-
lently thrown to the ground, but, fortunately,
only suffered a few bruises. His wheel, however,
was completely wrecked.
Following are the events, with the winners and
their records. R. is for Rose and N. is for Nor-
mal:
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be expected to be of but momentary duration.
That this season has not been much different from
preceding ones the following history may show.
The initial game of the season was played at
Crawfordsville with the team from Wabash col-
lege, on the afternoon of Saturday, April 16.
Rose played a good game, but Wabash played a
better one, particularly along toward the last.
Up to the fifth inning Rose had a little the better
of it. That is to say, she tied Wabash. But
after and during the fifth, Wabash got down to
work and secured a lead with which Rose could
do nothing, and when the game was called at the
end of the seventh inning the score was, Wabash
No. EVENT. WINNER.
RECORD.
1 100 yards dash, 1st heat Thompson N 
121 seconds.
2 100 yards dash, 2nd heat Edwards, R 
111 seconds.
3 100 yards dash, 3rd heat Huthsteiner, R 101 second
s.
4 Running high jump . . ..... *Graves, N 5 feet 2 inches.
5 Running broad jump Jumper, R 19 feet 3 inches.
6 One mile walk Shaver, R 8 
minutes 5 seconds.
7 100 yards dash, final heat . ..... Jumper, R 
111 seconds.
8 120 yards hurdles Hellweg, R 
20 seconds.
9 Putting 16 pound shot Huthsteiner, R 
31 feet 1 inch.
10 Standing broad jump Meirrey, N ........ 9 feet 9 i
nches,
11 50 yards dash S. Kidder, R 
sec.
12 Pole vault ('rebs, R 
tO feet.
13 Throwing 16 pound hammer Ifubbell,
99 feet 10 inches.
14 Hop, step and jump Graves, N 39 feet.
15 220 yards dash Jumper, R 
241 seconds.
16 440 yards dash Chandler, R 
58 seconds.
17 One mile run   Froehlich, R 
5 minutes 51 seconds.
4Tied with Crebs R., and won on toss.
tnopped at 9 feet.
Referee, Instructor 0. E. McMeans; judges,
Supt. J. F. W. Harris, Prof. A. Kendrick; starter,
Instructor Kimmel, Y. M. C. A.; timers, Supt. J.
F. W. Harris, Fry, '97; measurers, Am, '97,
Itypinski, '97; scorers, Howell, '99, Fletcher, '98.
A FEW BALL GAMES.
The ups and downs of baseball at Rose are
something amazing, As a matter of fact the ups
have very little to do with it, for all attempts at
soaring heavenwards are usually futile. If one
considers the whole season, generally it is with
much difficulty that one sees any tendency to
maintain a position of even ordinary height for a
considerable length of time. Now and then a
game or two won gives the impression that Rose's
lucky star is in the ascendant. Too soon, how-
ever, some humiliating defeat convinces all sup-
porters of the team that any success of theirs may
12, Rose 6. The game was called at this time
that the Rose team might catch the last train
home. One unlucky feature marred an otherwise
pleasant game. About the middle of the game
Likert was hit on the side of the head by a
swiftly pitched ball, which caused him to lose his
head for a minute or two. He played out the
game, however, though a trifle dazed. Since then
he has had considerable trouble with the bruise,
and, for a time, it was expected to develop into
something serious. At present writing, though,
he has nearly recovered from the effects of the
blow.
The positions of the men and details of game
were as follows:
ROSE. POSITION. WABASH.
Austin  Catcher  Williams
Trumbo  Pitcher C. Carter
Freudenreich . . . First Base Mull
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Martin . . . Second Base 
 Posten
A. Kidder 
 
Short Stop 
 Cory
Meriwether . . Third Base 
 Whittington
Likert 
 
Left Field 
 Randolph
Voorhes Middle. 
 A Carter
Holderuaan . . . Right Field Coen
Umpire, Capt. Smith, Terre Haute.
Score liy Innings:—
ROSE 
WABASH 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 0 1 3 0 1 1-6
0 1 3 0 3 2 3-12
The first game on the home grounds was with
Indiana's "Blest Nervano" State Normal. Last year
they defeated us and the year before they defeated
us. Only one class in school had a recollection,
and that a very faint one, of ever having won a
game from the state's pedagogues, and so, on the
afternoon of April 24, but about 25 Rose men
were out to see oats and hay wrest another victory
from old rose and white. It was a victory, but
Rose won it, and very cleverly too. For an in-
ning or two both teams were undoubtedly rattled
but the jollying of the crowd of spectators roused
them into fighting humor before they had a chance
to make any very grevious errors. In the first
inning Rose men pounded out two runs, Trumto
crossing the plate first and Austin following
shortly after. The Normals went out in one-two-
three order and nine-tenths of the spectators in
the grand stand didn't make a sound. The sec-
ond inning was an exact repetition of the first,
and the Normals were beginning to breathe hard.
The third inning witnessed the first shut out of
Rose. Then in the fourth Rose could again only
count up three zeros as her score and as the Nor-
mals sent two men over the plate, the jubilant
cries of anticipated victory caused the small dele-
gation of Rose men to remain silent for a minute
or two. Two more scores for Rose in the fifth
and two more scores for I. S. N. caused the en-
thusiasts of both sides to shout themselves hoarse,
but after the fifth the Normals had not another
opportunity for a demonstration of any kind.
The battery work of Trumbo and Austin was the
principal feature of the game. Trumbo easily
struck out the batters whenever the bases were
full; in truth, it always appeared as if at least two
men got on bases before the strikers were put out
one after another. Austin and Trumbo did the
heaviest batting though Meriwether and Voor-
hes were not far behind. The men played as
follows:
Rosa. PosinoN. NORMAL.
Austin 
 Catcher 
 Porter
Trumbo 
 Pitcher Lankford
Freudenreich First Base 
 Mutchler
Martin 
 Second Base Squires
IIegarty. 
 Short Stop 
 
. Early
Meriwether Third Base . . . McCarty
Li kert 
 
Left Field 
 
Hill
A. Kidder Middle .. .. . . Hedley
Voorhes 
 Right Field Compton
Umpire, Capt. Smith for Rose.
Score by innings:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ROSE 9 9 0 0 2 0 0 0 2-8
I. 8. N 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 0-5
On the following Saturday afternoon a second
game with the Normals was played on the grounds
of the city baseball park. The day was cold,
damp and dreary and the thirty or forty people
who were out to see the game were scarcely sur-
prised that it degenerated into a farce before half
over. That the Normals had blood in their eyes
was plainly evident from the start, though, as the
game progressed and things came their way this
feature became less pronounced. The game was
one of see-saws for,the first five innings and was
a truly exciting one for those spectators who were
out to see the game more from patriotism than
from any expectation of seeing a first-class article
of base ball played. In the first inning the Nor-
mals had in three runs before the scorers had
their pencils sharpened, while Rose had nothing
but three zeros to look after. In the second in-
ning both sides went in for heavyweight slugging
and at the end each had five more scores to
count up. From then to the sixth inning both
sides played good ball, though Rose gradually
crept up and tied her opponents. The sixth and
seventh innings gave the Normals such a lead
that Rose lost heart and no longer played ball,
while the eighth inning was really too bad to
write about. Some say tho final score was 32 to
9, but when THE TECHNIC man left it was 29 to
9 and the Normals were still batting. Let us say
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tio more about this game. Each individual may
form his own opinion from a casual glance at the
score card. All we hope is that the like be never
seen again.
Martin and Likert were both unable to play in
this game, the former being troubled with his
stomach and the latter still suffering from the
effects of his hurt at Crawfordsville.
The positions of the men were:
itosE. POSITION. NORMAL.
Austin  Catcher  Porter
Trumbo Pitcher  Lankford
Freudenreich . First Base  Christian
A. Kidder  Second Base Squires
Hegarty  Short Stop  Early
Meriwether  Third Base  McCarty
Voorhees . . ..... Left Field  Hill
Holderman Middle  IIedley
S. Kidder Right Field  Compton
I'mpire, Dan Miller.
Trumbo struck out 13 men.
The style of horseplay the Rose men called base-
ball in the High School practice game Thursday
afternoon, May 13th, was of a kind to make the
most enthusiastic shake their heads in doubt.
Costly errors in the first inning let three High
School men cross the plate, and while they only
ran in one more during the remainder of the five
innings played, this first inning was an effectual
dampener to Rose men's spirits and very little
enthusiasm - was manifested. The High Schools
put up a scrappy kind of baseball and played
cleverly all around. The final score was eight to
four in favor of Rose.
Two days later the men put up an exhibition
of baseball in the game with DePauw which
caused all Tech men to wonder if it was the same
team that played the Normals such a disastrous
game a week previous. Had Trumbo received
the support his excellent pitching and fielding
deserved,the Methodists would have had to hunt
elsewhere for a scalp. As it was, costly errors at
critical points gave the visitors the number of
scores necessary to win, the final score being seven
to five. Interest was divided between the game
and a gang of car-infesting, fence-climbing row-
dies, who made miserable the existence of Rose's
special policemen. One rowdy was "pulled" and
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the shower of stones and brickbats with which
his would-be rescuers pelted the police made
things look lively for a while. The arrival of the
"wagon" and the removal of the prisoner to the
jail quieted the disturbance.
Rose started the game with a rush and by the
time she had two men over the plate, the visitori
were wondering what kind of an aggregation they
had struck. The lead was not maintained for
long, DePauw tying the score in the second inning.
Between then and seventh the visitors ran in three
more, while the home team reaped nothing but a
harvest of goose eggs. In the first part of the
seventh, with Kidder and Meriwether on bases,
Likert lined out a beautiful three bagger and
shortly after he came in on a wild throw. This
tied the score but the two made in the last half of
the inning by DePaust gave her a lead which she
held to the end of the game. Trumbo's pitching
was fine throughout the entire game, and he suc-
ceeded in striking out nine men. The fielders had
but little work to do and this little was nearly
faultless. Errors were made principally by the
in-fielders.
The position of the men and the batting order
was as follows:
ROSE. DEPA W.
Martin, 2 b. Haynes, s. s.
Trumbo, p. Pulse, p.
Austin, c. Ilaskell, 2 b.
Voorhes, r. f. Ruick, 3 b.
Meriwether, 3 b. Bohn, 1. f.
Ilegarty, s. s. Concklin, 1 b.
Kidder, c. f. Higgert, r. f.
Likert, I. f. Zinc, c.
Freudenrich, 1 b. Jackson, c. f.
Umpires—VanBorssum and lIarris.
Time of game-1 hour, 25 minutes.
Attendance, 85.
Score by innings : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Rose 9 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
DePauw ..... . 0 2 1 2 0 0 2 0 *
In general, the playing of the home team was
of first-class order, while the speed with which
the game was played would have done credit to
the professional teams one usually sees in these
parts. It was too bad that so few Rose men took
this opportunity of seeing a rattling good game,
only about thirty being on the campus.
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THE CITY CHAMPIONSHIP.
The final game of the basketball series was
played between R. P. I. and the Y. M. C. A. for
the championship of the city on the night of Fri-
day, April 16, at Corinthian Hall. There was a
good deal of interest exhibited previous to and
during the game for the teams were evenly match-
ed and they had already played one close game,
as reported last month. A good sized crowd was
out to see the game though doubtless the situation
of the hall and its general unpleasantness kept
away a good many who might have come had it
been played at our gymnasium. The game in it-
self was too exciting to allow the mind to wander
and all spectators closely watched every play.
During the first half, Rose, beyond a doubt, had
far the better of the game. In general all-around
playing she clearly excelred her opponents, and
the score at the end of this half was 3 to 2 in her
favor. There was a little dispute at this point
concerning the score as the official score keeper,
who was of the gentle sex, by the way, insisted
that it was 3 all. The score was changed despite
In the second half up to within ten minutes of
the call of time, Rose held her opponents down to
three points she herself winning two more on a
goal from field. At this point the Y. M. C. A.
men braced up and played a rattling game over-
taking Rose and obtaining a lead of 3 points which
she held to the end of the game. The final score
was 8 to 5.
Rose without doubt was given the wrong side
on all decisions, but all their objections did not
succeed in obtaining fair treatment. About ten
Rose men were down to witness the splendid
game, the finest ever played in Terre Haute.
Three weeks later the Y. M. C. A. team went
down to Evansville defeating the local team there
by a score of 8 to 5.
The line up on the 15th was:
R. P. I. POSITIONS. Y. M. C. A.
Pfieging Right Forward  Temple
Hegarty Left Forward  Ault
Freudenreich Center Franklin
Huthsteiner . . Right Guard  Heinig
Jumper Left Guard  Rippetoe
Goals from field, first half: Rose, 1; goals from fouls:
Rose, 1, Y. M. C. A., 2; goals from field, 2nd half : Rose,
1, Y. M. C. A, 2; goals from fouls, Y. M. C. A., 2. Total
score, Rose, 5, Y. M. C. A., 8. Time of game, two 20-
minute halves with 20 minutes intermission. Umpires,
Instructor McMeans, R. P. I., Secy. Jameson, Y. M. C.
A.; referee, Instructor Kimmel, Y. M. C. A.
NOTES.
The dual meet between Earlham and Miami
resulted in a victory for the former last week.
In the dual games between Chicago and Ann
Arbor, the former was winner by a large score.
The universities of Chicago, Wisconsin, Michi-
gan and Illinois did not participate at the Chicago
military and athletic carnival, held last week.
The Inter-collegiate mile walk record of 6 min.
52i sec., was cut down to 6 min. 50 sec. by W. B.
Fetterman, of the U. of P. on Franklin Field,
April 24.
Raymond Ewry of Purdue, won the first place
in the standing high jump at the military and
athletic carnival at Chicago last week. He cleared
the bar at 5 feet. He also took first in the stand-
ing broad, jumping a distance of 11 feet.
The greatest arch span in the world is in
France. It was built as a cantilever, but when
carrying a live load the stresses are such that
it becomes a three-hinge arch with a total span of
820 feet. The span formerly considered as the
longest is in Spain. It is 556 feet long.
The field day executive committee has held
regular weekly meetings throughout the past
month. The business considered was relative
principally to the guarantee fund and to field
day details. The entertainment committee has
decided to give a dance on the evening of the
twenty-first, and subscriptions will be solicited
from the students for that purpose.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the
athletic directors was held in the gymnasium
Thursday afternoon, May 13. All present but
Lansden, '98. Outstanding committees on cane
flags for field day and on preservation of pennants
reported and were continued in their duties. No
business of any importance was transacted and
the meeting adjourned till the first Friday in
June.
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COUNTER-BALANCING OF LOCOMOTIVES.
MORTON B. ST EW A RT. '98.
The subject of counter-balancing locomotives is
one that has become of much importance in these
days of heavy locomotives and excessively high
speeds: Just as the fly wheel of a stationary en-
gine needs to be balanced, so, also, do the driving
wheels of a locomotive; but the parts to be bal-
anced, instead of being only the rotary parts, as
in stationary engines, include also a certain pro-
portion of the reciprocating parts. In a locomo-
tive the revolving parts include the crank-pins,
cranks, side rods, and one end of the connecting
rod. The reciprocating parts include the piston,
crosshead and the other end of main or connect-
ing rod. The slide valves also would come under
this head, but their effect is so small that it is
usually neglected. It is evident that the revolv-
ing parts will be perfectly balanced by placing
the required weight in the wheel opposite the
crank-pin, where the inertia of the revolving parts
is concentrated. The counter-balance for the re-
ciprocating parts is also placed in the wheel, and,
as these parts move in a horizontal direction, it
will be seen that they will be balanced only in the
horizontal direction, and that their counter-balance
will overbalance the wheel vertically to the same
extent that it balances the reciprocating parts
horizontally. This overbalance exerts a pressure
upon the rail directly proportional to its weight
and to the square of its velocity. The amount of
reciprocating parts balanced varies; in some cases
all reciprocating parts are left unbalanced, in
others all are balanced, but usual practice is from
one-third to two-thirds.
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The effects which the reciprocating parts and
their counter-balances have on the locomotive may
be classified and defined as follows: (1) Jerk-
ing or plunging; a forward and backward motion.
(2) Nosing; an oscillation about a vertical axis
through the center of gravity of the locomotive.
(3) Galloping; an oscillation about a horizontal
axis at right angles to the track. (4) Pounding;
a vertical up and down motion. (5) Rolling; an
oscillation about a longitudinal axis. If all of
the reciprocating parts of the locomotive are bal-
anced, there will be a correspondingly heavy ex-
cess balance, as it is called, in the wheel; and at
high speeds the result will be a heavy pound on
the rail at each revolution of the wheel, as the
counter-balance descends. This pound is usually
spoken of as the "hammer blow." Otherwise the
effect on the locomotive itself will be small, the
plunging action being a minimum. If, on the
contrary, all the reciprocating parts are left un-
balanced, while the downward pressure on the rail
will be but little above the normal weight, the
tendency to "plunge" will be greatly increased,
making it very disagreeable for the engine men,
and probably effecting the first four or five cars in
the train. The "nosing" action is caused princi-
pally by the reciprocating and revolving parts,
and their counter-balances revolving in different
planes, thus forming a couple which tends to
throw the engine alternately from side to side.
In practice it has been found that from one-third
to one-half of the reciprocating parts can be left
unbalanced, without increasing the plunging ac-
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tion of the engine to any great extent. The
roughness of locomotive service permits a de-
crease of the balance for reciprocating parts of at
least one-third without causing disagreeable long-
itudinal oscillation and lateral motions of the
engine. The revolving parts of the wheel should,
of course, always be fully balanced. It has been
found by practical experience that as far as the
effect on the locomotive is concerned, the balanc-
ing is practically perfect when the balances are.
placed in the wheels opposite the crank-pins, and
when all the revolving parts are fully balanced,
and not more than 100 lbs. for light engine, and
300 lbs. for heavy engine are left unbalanced. A
scientific analysis of this method however shows
it to be imperfect, and proves that the balancing
would be more exact if the counter-balance was
placed not quite opposite the crank-pins, and an
additional balance to counteract the effects of the
balances on the opposite side of the engine were
placed in each wheel; but as this plan would
prevent the duplication of the wheels in practice
it is rarely adopted.
It has been found that in locomotives where a
large portion of the reciprocating parts are bal-
anced, that at high speeds the centrifugal force of
this excess balance will lift the wheels from the
rails, when the counter-balance is going up. In
experiments made at Purdue University several
years ago, upon a locomotive having all the re-
, i procating parts balanced, it was found that at
speeds of about fifty miles per hour the wheels
lifted clear of the rails. The experiments were
made by passing wire three sixty-fourth inches
in diameter under the wheels. The normal
weight of the locomotive was sufficient to flatten
the wire, giving a width of about one-eighth for
the flattened part. The maximum pressure of
the counter-balance increased this width some-
what. On the face of the tire opposite the coun-
ter-balance an indentation was made, which left
a raised projection on the wire, and this assisted
in locating the wire with reference to the coun-
ter-balance. The following were some of the re-
sults obtained: Speed of circumference of wheel,
sixty miles per hour or eighty-eight feet per sec-
ond; revolutions per minute, 320; diameter of
wire, three sixty-fourths (3-64) of an inch.
The drivers lifted from the rail so as to give a
short length of full sized wire before a speed of
forty miles per hour was reached. The drivers
lifted when the counter-balance was up. The lon-
gitudional oscillation of this engine was very small
since all the reciprocating parts were balanced, and
were due to the angularity of the connecting rod.
At a speed of sixty miles per hour the length of the
full section of wire was thirty inches correspond-
ing to about fifty-five degrees of revolution. The
exact height of the lift of wheel could not be de-
termined, but it was of course more than three
sixty-fourths of an inch. The total lift was pro-
bably as much as an eighth or a quarter of an
inch. It was evident also that the wheel trav-
eled upward less rapidly than it fell, as the dis-
tance measured on the wire from the full Ilatened
part to the point of commencement of full 
secttion was greater than the distance during wh ch
the drop took place. Apparently the wheel rose
three sixty-fourths in sixty-three degrees and
dropped three sixty-fourths in twelve degrees,
showing that the fall of the wheel is more rapid
than the rise. This is due to the fact that the
wheel, when going up, lifts against the force of
gravity and the driving spring, but while coin-
ing down these forces act with it. The conclu-
sion drawn from these experiments was that un-
der normal conditions, the drivers lift from the
rails, and that this probably takes place in every
day practice where locomotives are run at a speed
of sixty miles an hour or more.
The most practical way to reduce the amount
of counter-balance required, is to reduce the weights
of the revolving and reciprocating parts. In the
early days of railroading, cast-iron and wrought-
iron were almost exclusively used in locomotive
construction for pistons, cross-heads, rods, etc.
As the locomotives then in use were comparatively
light, little damage was done to the track by the
counter-balances in the high speeds that were oc-
casionally reached. When, however, the size of
the locomotives began to be increased, the great
weight of the revolving and reciprocating parts
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began to injure the track and bridges, and prac-
tical men turned toward steel and malleable-iron.
By the use of these materials much lighter revolv-
ing and reciprocating parts were obtained. By
employing cast-steel for pistons and cross-heads
their weight has been greatly reduced. The weight
of rods have been reduced by using a bar of an I
section in place of the rectangular section form-
erly used. Hollow piston rods have also been
tried, but as their cost is considerable they ate
little used.
METHODS OF COUNTER-BALANCING..
As stated before, the methods uesd vary consid-
erably. Of • nineteen of the principal roads in
this country the atnctunt of balance used in their
locomotives was as follows: All of them balanced
all of the revolving parts, to which ten of the
roads added two-thirds of the reciprocating parts
divided evenly between all drivers; four added
three-fourths of the reciprocating parts; two
added less than two-thirds, while three used vari-
ous other methods not mentioned. In com-
puting the weight of the counter-balance needed
for a locomotive, the weight of all the parts that
are to be balanced is multiplied by the distance
of the crank-pin from the center of the wheel, and
this divided by the distance of the center of grav-
ity of the counter-balance from the center of the
wheel gives the counter-balance required for that
wheel. This latter distance, will of course, de-
pend on the size of the wheel and on the shape of
the counter-balance.
In large wheels no difficulty is experienced in
obtaining the requisite weight in the counter-
balance, as the weight decreases as the size of the
wheel increases. In small wheels, however, such
as the wheels of consolidation and decapod loco-
motives, much difficulty is sometimes experienced
in getting the required weight into the wheel,
especially in the main wheel, which has a larger
counter-balance than the other, the crank-pin
being larger, and the main rod being connected to
it. In the cases of extremely small wheels the
weight of the counter-balance will probably be
greater than the .parts which it balances, on ac-
count of the approach of the center of gravity to
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the center of the wheel. In order to get the re-
quired weight the length of the arc of the counter-
balance is increased, and this also causes its center
of gravity to move inwards. Hence in these
cases lead is frequently used instead of iron for
the counter-balance. The counter-balances are
usually cast in with the wheel centers. In some
cases the counter-balance weights are cast sepa-
rately and bolted in between the spokes, and they
are sometimes cast hollow and filled with lead.
The Association of Master Mechanics in their
meeting in 1896 adopted the following rules for
determining and applying the counter-balance
weights: In designing new locomotives the prop-
er counter-balance weight should be calculated
and cast into the wheel center as follows: Place
the center of gravity of counter weights opposite
the crank-pin and as far from the wheel center as
possible, and have it come as near the plane in
which the rods move as proper clearance will
allow. To obtain weights of the reciprocating
parts and detachable revolving parts, proceed as
follows:
Reciprocating parts.—Take the sum of the
weights of piston complete and the weight of the
front end of main rod complete. Weigh each end
of rod separately supported.
Revolving parts.—Weigh the back end of the
main or connecting rod, and each end of each side
rod separately supported. The sum of the weights
so found which are attached to each crank-pin
are the revolving weights for that pin.
Rules for counter-balancing locomotive driving
wheels: (1) Divide the total weight of the en-
gine by 400; subtract the quotient from the weight
of the reciprocating parts on one side as found
above including the front end of main rod. (2)
Distribute the remainder equally among all driv-
ing wheels, adding to it the weight of the revolv-
ing parts for each wheel. The sum will be the
counter-balance required if placed at a distance
from the center. of the wheel equal to the length
of the crank.
There have been numerous cases in which tracks
and bridges have been badly damaged by imper-
fectly balanced locomotives, or locomotives run
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at an excessively high speed, and an extra allow-
ance now usually made, in designing bridges, for
the oscillations produced by the counter-balance.
Many attempts have been made to construct
locomotives which will be perfectly balanced at
high speeds, but very few of them have been at all
satisfactory. •
VARIABLE STARS.
On the morning of Friday April 23rd the Sen-
iors and Juniors were called together to hear
John A. Parkhurst, an alumnus of the class of '86,
talk on a branch of astronomy along the lines of
which for the last four or five years he has been
diligently at work, namely, "Variable Stars."
By way of introduction Dr. Mees spoke of the
lectures in astronomy to which the upper classes
were entitled and hoped that this lecture would
be accepted in part for those called for in the
course.
Mr. Parkhurst then entered upon his subject of
variable stars, so-called because of the variation
in their intensity of light as it reaches the earth.
He gave their classification, characters of light
curves, the theories connected with some of them
and the manner of discovery of new ones.
About 415 have up to the present time been dis-
covered and out of these only ten or a dozen have
periodic variations for which satisfactory explan-
tions have been offered. The variations of the
others are of such a complex character that with
the present knowledge of the subject nothing
definite can be given as to the cause of their vari-
ation.
One theory which furnishes a fair explanation
for a class of these stars whose variation curve is
regular, is that two stars of unequal or equal
magnitude revolve mutually about one another,
the earth being in their plane of rotation. Dur-
ing part of their period of rotation both send their
light to the earth producing a maximum inten-
sity. During the rest of the period one star shuts
off all or part of the light of the other, thus dim-
inishing the intensity.
The lecture Was highly interesting and instruct-
ive and it is hoped that we may again hear from
Mr. Parkhurst in regard to this line of work to
which he is giving a great portion of his time.
THE ALPHA TAU DANCE.
The third annual dance of Indiana Gamma
Gamma Chapter of the Alpha Tau Omega Fra-
ternity was given at Duenweg's Hall on the eve-
ning of Friday the 14th inst. and was easily the
most enjoyable and successful of the dances given
by this fraternity. All things, including the
weather, combined to make the evening a pleasant
one.
The hall decorations were unusually tasteful
and attractive. Streamers of sky blue and old
gold bunting, the fraternity colors, were carried
from the center of the ceiling to the walls, and
on either side of the center nearer the ends, two
large badges of the fraternity had been affixed to
the ceiling and from these also streamers were led
out in all directions.
Large, snow-white paper globes softened the
light to a pleasant degree, and around the walls
and in the corners were disposed couches for the
comfort of the dancers. The musicians' corner
was screened with palms and these plants were
also placed at different points around the hall.
The reception rooms had been fixed up with rugs,
easy chairs, couches and sofa pillows until they
looked as cosy and attractive as a parlor. Ices
and punch were served throughout the evening
and electric fans aided in keeping the atmosphere
agreeably cool and pleasant.
In addition to the large number present from
the city, there were four members of the frater-
nity from the University of Illinois, who came
over especially for this occasion.
The program consisted of twenty-two regular
numbers and eight extras.
ROSE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
The regular meeting was postponed from April
16 to April 23, the papers to be read not being
ready for the set time. On the night of April 23,
there was such a small number present that it was
decided to postpone the reading of the papers
until the following Monday afternoon from 5 to 6.
THE ROSE TECHNIC.
The motion that was made at the last meeting,
as regards the using a portion of THE TECHNIC
for the entire proceedings of the society, was con-
sidered at this meeting. The committee ap-
pointed to look into the matter reported unfavor-
ably, and on taking a vote, the motion was lost.
On Monday, April 25, the attendance was very
good and those present heard two very interesting
papers. Mr. Scott read a paper, "A Review of
the Work Done on the Generation of Electricity
Direct from Coal." A full account of this can be
found in the Terre Haute Express of April 30th.
Mr. Hubbell read the paper prepared by himself
and Theobald on X-rays, after which a lively dis-
cussion followed.
The election of officers of the Scientific Society
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for the school year beginning next September,
was held on Saturday, April 17. Those elected
were:
H. B. Stilz, President.
Edward Calvert, Secretary-Treasurer.
J. E. Hubbell, Senior Councilman.
F. D. Platter, Junior Councilman.
RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE, R. P. I.
1900.
WHEREAS, Mr. Chas. J. Larson has suffered the loss of
his mother, we, the members of the class of 1900, wish
to express our sympathy as friends and classmates, be it
therefore
iksolred, That we tender to him our -most sincere ex-
pressions of condolence; be it further
Reso/red, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished
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Field Day, Friday, May 21st.
Every Rose Tech man should have a cane and
flag to display on field day.
Meyer and Rypinski have their 100,000-volt
transformer about completed.
Sid Kidder showed that he possessed some bat-
ting ability in the last Normal game.
Townley had a fall from his wheel which kept
him at home for about a week. He still wears a
limp.
Several of the '98 men swear that they saw the
"air ship" not long ago. We accept it only as
wind.
Professor Hathaway read an interesting paper
on Edgar Allen Poe before the Terre Haute Liter-
ary Club last Monday.
Dr. Gray goes to Hartford, Conn., next week to
COMMITTEE.
attend the *meeting of the American Society of
•
Mechanical Engineers.
The Sophomore electricals are now spending
four hours a week in the Laboratory, making
electrical measurements.
Professor—"Now stop and think a minute Mr.
Kessler."
Jake—(a groan) "0 Heavens!"
Atkins, '99, has been very sick during the last
week with congestion of the bowels. He has
returned to his home at Indianapolis.
The Normal and High School will suspend
school work on field day. Coates College will
no doubt be persuaded to do the same.
Thesis work is now occupying the entire atten-
tion of the Seniors. Am and Pierson were at
Spencer, Indiana, for four days last week. New-
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bold and Gordon have gone to Alabama to make
their locomotive coal tests, which will require
about three weeks' time.
The Kadel and D. D. Boarding Clubs are prac-
ticing hard for the baseball game which they are
going to play soon after field day. They will
play en costume.
The faithful old tower clock got its dates hor-
ribly mixed at noon on the last day of the Senior
'exams. Why it struck '97 times is still a query
to some people.
The next time Stone and Crawford go to sleep
during lecture hours they will take care that their
coat tails are in no convenient place to be screwed
down to the seats.
Kelley and Mand of the Freshman class have
given up their work here and have returned to
their homes. The Freshman class now has
twenty-one members.
Stone's fast mile on the • day of the field
meet, resulted somewhat disastrously. Stone
came out minus some hide while his bike suffered
the loss of a front wheel.
Professor Hathaway is suffering from a sprained
ankle which he received while playing tennis last
Tuesday. He was able to ride home after being
assisted in mounting his wheel.
Van Cleave, ex '97, was at the Institute on the
28th ult., shaking hands with old friends. He
had just returned from Chicago where he has
been attending a medical college.
Westfall's sickness has prevented his continuing
his thesis work with Tucker. Haney is working
with him now as it requires more than one to
make the tests on the Fire Pump.
We have been wondering when the Juniors are
going to photograph the grass. The Modulus will
not be complete unless it contains a picture of the
" '98 " which was so carefully manured down on
the night of hallowe'en.
, Dr. Noyes—" What did you get for the reaction
I gave you?"
Madison—" I got a residue. And Doctor, what
is the symbol for residue? I have looked through
the whole book but can't find it."
During the time when the Seniors were having
their instructions in photography, many were the
scenes of awkwardness and trouble. A whole
book of "don'ts" for amateurs might be issued at
the expense of their experience.
Two Senior members of the photography class
were overheard discussing their pictures. "What
photos did you get?" "The bridges." "How
many ? " "Four." "What four ? " "The Big 4."
(And he brushed the dirt off the baseball shirt he
wears.)
The mysterious way in which Hubbell carried
a ball bat upon the diamond while Trumbo was
discussing the situation with the umpire, led
some to think that he wanted to bat next. Jakey
struck the men out, however, as fast as they came
up, so that Hubbell's assistance wasn't needed.
Westfall, '97, has been unable to attend his
classes at the Institute for several weeks. He has
been seriously ill from an attack of appendicitis,
which, though at first seemed not severe, has
within the last week given his friends much cause
to worry about him. We hope he can be with
us before long.
The tennis courts assumed an old time air last
Tuesday afternoon when Professor Wickersham
was seen upon them. He challenged Professor
Faurot to play tennis, and the latter accepted in
the true spirit of the German student. Although
Professor Wickersham has had but little practice
in the last three or four years, he has not forgotten
how the game is played, and the younger profes-
sor was at a loss to know how to take care of the
rapid plays that were made at his feet, head, and
everywhere.
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Quite a number of football teams held practice
this spring.
Brown University has recently been exempted
from taxation by the state supreme court.
The Illinois State University is involved by a
recent bank failure to the extent of $823,000.
Unlike the pneumatic tire, the average man
feels a little flat after he has received a blowing
up.—Ex.
There are about one thousand Japanese wo-
men in attendance at the medical schools in
Tokio, Japan.
Astronomers say that there is every reason to
believe that human life in Mars is very much as
it is on this earth.
The London Times has engaged Rudyard Kip-
ling to go to Crete as its representative at a salary
of $5,000 per month.
The baseball debt at Cornell has been an-
nounced as $1,300, the naval deficit, $600, and
the football surplus, $2,600.
The authorities of Brown University have de-
cided that the students must either give up the
use of tobacco or leave college.
R. C. Bundy, a colored boy of Cincinnati, has
received an appointment to the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
The ocean is more productive than the land.
An acre of good fishing ground will produce
more food than the best farm land.
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Three students were recently suspended from
the University of Michigan for dissecting a pet cat
which had been in the school building for ten
years.—Ex.
Wellesley follows Lehigh in abolishing compul-
sory chapel attendance. The result is the same;
no falling-off in the attendance, and more spirit
in the exercises.
The great oratorical contest at Oberlin College
recently, was won by William Lee Washington, a
colored sophomore from Lexington, Va.—Ex.
The University of California has received a
$3,500 annual endowment to be equally distrib-
uted among deserving students from the seven
congressional districts of the State.
Captain Haskell, of the University of Califor-
nia football team, has posted a list of over one hun-
dred students whom he declares to be good foot-
ball material. They are ordered to show cause,
at once, why they cannot turn out and practice
for next year's team.
The psychologists of North Adams, Mass., are
puzzled over the case of an Italian school boy,
aged six Tears, who makes all figures and letters
reversed, so that when viewed in a mirror they
seem correct. His teacher has tried to correct the
matter, but he seems to have great difficulty in
making letters and figures the right way. The
experts are unable to say whether the boy's vision
is defective or whether the trouble is with the
brain.—Er.
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By a vote of 17 to 9 the Michigan State senate
has passed the bill to suppress glove contests and
football games.
Princeton's new athletic field is rapidly nearing
completion. It will be the largest in this coun-
try, for on it will be laid out eight tennis courts
and three baseball diamonds, which in the fall
will be converted into two football fields.
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A DISTINCTION.
A pious looking stranger came
To Graveyard Gulch one day;
He preached a sermon, stole a horse,
Then quickly went away.
They caught him ; strung him up, and then
(As though 'twere not enough)
They said they had not killed a man,
But simply "hung a bluff."
— ("nit:emit!' Cynic.
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